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NOTES .

a.

frOm the Editor

This issue of INVESTIGATIONS.IN SCIENCE EDUCATION conteinsehree

clusters of research reports. The first cluster, COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT,''

teflects a continued emphasis on Piagetian research. Three of the five

studies in this group ire Piagetian in nature.

The second cluster ontains four studies dealing with ATTITUDES AND

VALUES, with two of these studies being reviewed in a single critique.

The final cluster, AUTO TUTORIAL INSTRUCTION, contains' two studies.

both dealing with biological sciences, one at the high school and one

at the university level.

We continue to encourage publishable responses to the analyses and ,

invite suggestions for improvement of'INVESTIGATIONS_IN SCIENCE EDUCATION.

C

iii

Stanley L. Helgeson
. Editor_

Patricia E. Blosser
Associate Editor
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Bredaerman, Ted. "Elementary Scholl. Science Experience and the Ability, er
to Combine and Control Variables." Science Education, 58(4);457-
469, 1974.

,Descriptorssy.Cognitive-Developraent; Curriculum; Educational
Research; *Elementary School Science; Laboratory Experimen4s;
*Learning Theories; Science Education; *ScielltifiC Methodology;
Science Course Improvement Project

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E. by, Anton E.
Lawson, Arizbna State University.

Purpose

. This study attempted to answer three questions with regard to the ability

to combine and control variables:

1. At what grade levels do children from upper middle class.
a

AmeriCan communities develop these

4
2.,,Does the elementary' school science

atlitend.produce a noviceableeffect

program.in the school they

in this "development?

}-

. Is there a relationship between a:child's' bilit'y to control

vatiables and his ability to form combinati ns of variabl
$

Rationale,

V I

A trend 14 recent years has be6n noted in which elementary sfielge.pr6-.
,

'

grams such as Science--A Prpcess Approach' have begun td empiasiZe the

investigative iiiocesses'of,the scientist. "se ilvestigative PriScesses

involve the abilities to combine and.cool'ivariabies.,I. These abilities

have received widespread attention in the science educe/ ion and psvchol-
,

07
ogy literature in recent years.

,

This intetest can be traced to Inhelder
.

/and Piaget's 1958 volume The Growth of Logical Thinking from Childhood

to Adolescence in which'' e com ation a control Of variables play a
e

_central role in the developing "formal operational" reasoning of-the
,

_

adolescent.



I

In Inhelder and Piaget's theo2y of intellectual development., formal ,opera-

Lionel reasoning represents the fourth and final stage of-development.,

Formal operational reasoning, whiCh can be considered hypotheticb -deductive

"scientific reasostirit" is theoretically dependent upon the prior develop-
,

went of concrete op'erational. reasoning of the child.- Thusjarnal opera-
,
"tional reasoning is delayed in appearance in most persons mitiladolescence.

Further,'Inhelder and Piaget theorize that the deVelopment of the "combina-

torial system" which allOws the generation of all possible combinations of

variables is necessary for the subject to devise controlled experiments and

to properly deduce-their implications.

Research Design and Procedure

Design. The research design employerin this study is referred to by

Campbell and Stanley (1963) as the one-shot case study design. Subjects

were taught science in one of three programs: /(1) a noncoordinated science

program, (2) a specialist-run laboratory program, aild (3) the Science--A

Piocess Approach prograd. Following science instruction in one of these
.

three programs subjects were posttested with measures, of their ability t6.-

r combine variables and iso control variables. IQ sccles, nieasuredby the

Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test, were taken/from school records.

Subjects.
.

Subjects were 240 childrlyin grades 4, 6, 8, and 10. .

random sampl, of 20 subjects was chosen, from each of the, three programs
4 - .

at each grade.

_lea Procedure. The ability

measured'usint,individual tacks arministered
*

to corDine variables and to controlVexiabIes
F,

.was

Tasks.

9ubjeit with

ing in color

bylour trained exaqiners

The combination Of ,Tariables task cpassted:in*presenting.the /

pieces 4owooden men cdhsisting of four` different pieces vary-rr
of4skoes, trousers, Aet and fiat. In all, 16, different men

could be constructed: Spbjectswere asked to generate as many wooden. men
6

as they could. ResponSes were scored into,one of seven categoriedreflect-

ipg the degree to which their approach was-systematic and complete,

5

7

. .

The Contro of variables task consisted of presenting the subject with two-
. . - .

IdeptiCal-lever systems in which five independent variables affected the
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°t,

distance. the lever moved when a.weight was .plaCed at its end. -Questions

Were posed in which the subject Was asked to:test the effect of the inde-
4

pendent variables. &numerical score'reflecting the number-of variables

deliberately controlled was calculated.

Data Analysis: Subjects' abilities' to combine and control variables

were compared with respect to grade level 'and elementary school scieAce,

programs using Chi-square and analysis of covariance techniques. Corre -

lation coefficients (type not specified) were computed and repoited among

task responses, sex, grade level, age, IQ, and mental age.

Findings

ti
The ability systTmaticaIly.generate combinations of variables increased

significantl with age (p< 0.001) up to the eighth grade the, leveled off.

es also increased significantly with ageThe ability to control var

(p <0.01). This increase w .evident between each age group with'cno level-
.

ing off between.the eighth and tenth grades.

.
: I

$.

No significant differences W!ereJobserved among the three different, science
.. .. .

programs on either tasK .(p<04.5):. .. e

.

The ability to systematically cOmbine.variSbles was.found to be signifi-

cantly relatesi to the ability to control variables (p< 0.001). Nearly

all subjects who could combine variables could also control variables.

Howev9r,- Chose who could combine variables may or .may not have. been able

to control varidbles. This relftionship-was reversed when only subjects

Wftli
Jaw

a highly developed abilit'to control variables were considered or

when all subjects were considered 'and their control of variables responses
,

were divided - 'into, non-perfect and perfect. tegAies.

_

co.

The correlation analysis revealed moderate to'high intercorrelations among

the abilities-to combine and control variables, grade level, age, IQ, and

mental'age. By rand large, sex did not correlate significantly with task

performance.

eiL



, Interpretations

The following conclusions were-drawn:

1. There is a significant improvement in children's abilities to

combine and control variables during the pre- and early adoles-,

cent years.

2. These improvements do not seem to bt noticeably affected by the

science program used during the upper elementary grades.

_3. The initial development of the control of variables ability

precedes that of combining variables but *Thal mastery isnot

achieved until the combinatoriS1 ability has been acquired.

The development of the abilities of combining and controlling variables

appears gradual and spans several years. Further, at any one age the

variability in performance is considerable.

4

On both tasks some fourth graders performed better than some tenth.

graders. The failure of subjects from the Science--A Process Approach

program to perform better than the subjects from the other programs on

the combinetion and control of variables tasks was unexpected. This

failtire was attributed to lack of,transfer of learning.

The third conclusion-is in ito close agreement with theoretical expec-

tations based upon Piagetian theory which states that the expe7.25Ltal

itolation of variables leads' to the combinatorial system which enables

one to use ropositional reasoning which in turn allows complete mastery

ofithe contf of of variables procedure.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

lt

This research addresses fundamentally i ortadt issues in education; i.e.,

what reasoning processes develop or fa Ito develop with age? And, what

can instruction (in this,case science instruction) do to facilitate-this

development?
--___/



;The finding that components'of formal reasoning do develop with age, and

that aim'yide-range of performance exists at any one age has been corrob-

orated by a number of more recent studics.(e.g., Lawson, Karplus and Adi,

In press; Martorano, 1977; Moshman, 1977).

-I
The issue of determining sequences of development of components of formal

reasoning, in this case the development of the ability to combine varia-

bles n'rior to theAdvelopment of the ability to cont of variables, is a

ver: 714--icult issue to deal with adequately. Such a. lyses are compli-

cated b31)the fact that logically equivalent tasks can vary in degree of

difficulty d e-to logi6aily irrelevant variabledi (e.g., Nummedal and

Collea, 1978 thus making the quest ion of which logical ability.comes first

difficult to determine. One would need to insure that variables such as

task content and complexity were controlled. This was not the case in the

Bredderman study. Recall the combinations item involved wooden men and

'Colors of shoes, trousers, etc. while the control of variables task invol-

ved levers. It would have been better to have asked the-subjects to

generate combinations of the variables involved in the lever task as well

as control of variables questions. Likewise the subjects could hive been

asked.'control of variables questionswith the wooden men as well as the

combinations questions: Nevertheless, the tasks that were used'appear ta

be novel to the subjects and the variables involved were familiar enough

to beunderstood so that the results may in fact not have been affected

by the difference in context. See Lawson'(1978) for a more'complete

cussion of. this issue.

.

The conclusion that the Science--A Process Approach (S -APA) prOgraDdid

not noticeably advance subjects' abilities to combine and control varia-

bles is of course regrettable. On the other hand, Linn and Thier (1975)

reported that the Science Curriculum Improvement-Study (StIS) prograM
N

dist

have a noticeable effect on advancing subjects' ability to ontrol varia-

bles. Failure in one instance and success in the other could be due to
O

several factors, the programs themselves being just one possibility.

Othei possibilities include the adequacy with which each program was

taught, the length of time devoted.to each program,.and of coursto the

method of measuring student reasoning abilities.



If, in fact, the_ improvement -in one. instance and lack of noticeable

improvement in the'other can be attributed to _the superiority of the

SCIS program,.this could be due to the fact that the SCIS program makes

every attempt to embed the logical reasoning within the context of the

science. concepts being taught whereas the_q-APA program does not. For
t.

example, SCIS class lessons are,designed to study environmental.factars,:

energy sources, photbsynthesis and so on,-with the combination and Con-
.

trol of variables coming into play only when needed to understand such

science concepts. o

The S-APA program, on the other hand, has lessons in whidh students

explicitly study controlling variables, observing, measuring and the like,

with the concepts of science relegated to a secondary role. This differ-

ence may be significant in that the SCIS program's approach may be more

in time with the way logical reasoning "spontaneously" Tanifests itself

with advancing age.2 Children, are typically not directly taught to com-

bine and/or control vari les outside of school yet the evidence clearly
*t.

shows
z

that thOse logical abLlities to desielap (at leatt in many children).

I believe that Bredderman's conjectu;.e is essentially correct that the

reason the S-APA program subjects faileCto outperform the oth9r subjects

was due'to a failure to transfer their learning. The Lawson and Wollman

(1976) study clearly indicated that fifth and'seventh grade students of

normal intelligence can acquite the ability to control variables in a )
relatively short period of time Out do they use this ability ance.it

is acquired? Does it truer to new 'situations? .

The answer to these questions, I believe, is simply that it depends.

First of.all, it depends upon the way in which the ability was taught.

It must be taught.4.n such a way that it is connected. to

own intuitions%(intuitively connected). And it must be

a way that it is related to many external contexts, not

the students'

taught in such

just science

contexts (contextually connected).': Further, it depends upon the sort

of environment in which the student finds himself after the training:

If he returns to an environment in which the newly acquired ability

not needed (i.e., an authoritarian7environmelt in which questions are

:.not raised and evidence is not sought to test tentative answers to these

questions), the ahj.lity will atrophy from diseuse. However, if he returns
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,
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44 '' to ansenVirdnMentin whiCh&h -newly)mquired reasoning ability is

-e

, ,

',. ,
. - . :,..... -

, , , ,

demanded, it will-be fuither'iharpened and refined.- Transfer will
%..41;::

be effedted.
.

.

,

0.
S '1 y:

. t'';*-.-

or

1

.,

The,successful' program then musX,be,more than a prograim in reasoning

in sciences, The program must beiii1.Vith exampiee'-ftom the students'

own eiperience and it must'continue with examples outside of the con-
.

text. of giscience. 'Further it may be necessary that many,dour'ses (not:

Aust-the science course) create situations in Which answers to 'cluetionns
. ,.arleactively sought and-tested.

--,

..e)71

~'

The Bredderman study is a valid and worthwhile Initial attempt to deter-'
.

)

.: mine-the effectiveness.of a science program on the development of ,

reasoning of students. It clearly points out the magnitude of the

task at hand./
01

An extremely important.direction for-future research is in testing

various hypotheses concerning methodsOf teaching logical reasoning

and variables affecting the transfer of such teaching.

a
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Purpb se

The; principal objective of the research Waskeqqroduc workablee group

forms of PiAgetian tasks. The reporii-,A:descrit.tion of an, attempt to
. . _Abe

.translatetwo Piagetian-type problem situations ihtt forms suitable for

ailministration to groups, together with marki4'scilemes, and a report

and discussion of the results of their experimental trAal.
e

4

Rationale

In 1966 Bruner maintained that,mental growth was egsentially discontin-
).

uous and therefore.best described by stage developmentaktheories rather

than theories postulating gradual accretion processes. The stage develop-

ment viewpoint, particularly in the form proposed by Piaget, has gained a

steadily increasing importance in the thinki4g(of educators. A number of.:

attempts have been made to construct school sciencec.curriaul.a fitted to

developmental. levels and to analyze existing coursesA4 thexpame terms:

4Examples of theskattempts are the "Australian Sciencel,,Edx#ition ProjeW
_25

an4, indiain, the "Schools Counc 5/13 Project.", and Shayer,,

in-a seri-es,of articles, have deSCri ed a technique for assessing science;

courses based on Piaget's developmen al stages,, and have demonstrated .its
dr

usefulness by providing a close analysis-in these terms of the Nuffield

a 0-level courses in chemistry and physics.'

P

While attempts to adapt curricula to the developmental' levels of tn.

intended population Must:be=ap-gauded as an important step in improCing

the quality of our educational system, the-prOblem still remains for'the

teacher-lhow to identify the mental development (0 eyh child who faCes;"

Shayet baS.puggested-the indirect method of utilizing mental age

ti

C
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as a predictor of stage of mental development. 'Since individually admin-

-.istered type examples, as-discussed by Inhelder and Piaget, are

prohibitively time consuming for use in the normal classroom situation,

this-study is an attempt to translate two Piagetian-type 4:

tions'-into forms suital4e for.adminiStration to gropps.
V

atErsiIDesi....e.ancedursea
1 1.

The principal objective of the research reported here was to produce work-

able group forms of Piagetian tasks. The tasks seledted for this study

were (1) The Chemical ColoT Change Problem and (2) The Pendulum' Problem.

The\Fesearchers wanted a chemical task and a phisical one that were struc-
,

.

turally similar but which involved very different subject matter:, This

was desired in order to testthe hypothesis that a partiCular quality of

thought demonstr4ted in the subject area tends eo be.deMonstrated with

problems possessing a similar Structure in another subdect area.

Essentially, the studentS composing the sample-for the study were given a

set of materials, instructions and work sheets and they were asked to com-

plete the task as described in the instructions.::Tgere were two work

s1ieets following the initial page of instructions. for each task. The
.

first work sheet was designed for the student pS record his physical manip-

ulations of the apparatus. The second work sheet asked' for-a,summary of

what had been found aut-in the experiment.

-

The sample for -this study consisted pf'a total of 193 students (110 boys

- 83Firls) who participated in the chemical;6xperimeni; 189 of the sam4

students (107 boys and 82 girls) participated in thependUlum experiment
. ,

iThe students were selected from'a South Australian metropolitan high C)

y
school and represented each of the first four years of the high:school

. ,

With the exception 'of the first year; where there is acrandom assignment

'to classes.- Students at the school are streamed by ability; therefore, a

.wide range, of abil ities as insured by selecting sections at various

levels.

and

. .

The wheme for analyzing the results was, insofar as possible, in accord-

ance with the schethesproposed by Inhelder and Piaget. This involved

.7

12
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placing children in twesubeategories, A and Bof'each.of the two major

categories of mental develop ent being considered--concrete (II) and

formal (III) . .

The inter-judge reliabilities obtained from categories given independently

-°, by, each of the-two authors and expressed as product Mement correlation-co-

efficients (r) wee: chemical ttst r = 0.96, tE 0.006' and pendulum test

4 r = 0.92, SE .= 0.011.

Findings

V

The data were presented as frequency and percent of subjects' responses

falling, into two leVeld each of .the concrete and formal devIlopmental

levels. Data from.bOth problems clearly showed the dual trends of

increase,in percentage of formal thinkers with increase in chronological

age andthe higher percentage of formal thinkerS ia the upper stream at

the various grade levels. The degree to which the two problems provided

the, same measure of developmental sublevel; expressed-as a product moment

correlation coefficient, was r.= 0:56; S.E. = 0.05.

Interpretations

Aecording to the researchers, the major conclusion which emerges from this
..i. ..,

study is. the fact that it does seem'possible.to translate into group .fcami,

administer, and assess rapidly with considerable reliability Piagetian-

typ*e problem indicators of development level. Of secondary importance and
.,..

provided only as comments by the researchers, the results:suggest that b.)
. 7

the pendulum problem provided an earlier indication ofthe onset of formal

thinking.than.did"the chemical ones, and (2) although having carried out

the pendulum experiment only two weeks before the testing reported here

in a teaching situation, a substantial number of students from second
.

.f

and third yearClasses of intermediate abilirylevel gave--concrete opera-

tional level answers to the problem. This brings into:question what is

achie'ved by the attempted teaching of content which, in developmental terms,

Is beyond the graSP of those performing the exercise.



ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The purpose and the procedures used in this 4.nvestigation are

This uniqueness complicated the efforts of this abstractor to

expanded abstract for Investigations in Science. Education, as

rather-unique.

construct an

per the

. suggested format.

.The researchers identified_a'yery praCtical problem. and have attempted to .'
, -

provide a product or at least.a model of a prOduct,for practitioners of

.several'professions, teachers,-curriculuth developers, curriculum planners,

etc. !

There has certainly been an attempt to base this study on the conclusions

and writings of others, such as Piaget,- Inhelder, Shayer, Ingle and others.

No thissabstractorts Iplowledge, there have nbt been substantial efforts to

deVelop group'measuresof developmental stages using manipulative equip

ment and materialS. Perhaps some of the recenestudies of Robert Karplus-

are directly applicable to this needed.irea of investigation.

Essentially, this gtu showed that the two,problems dealing with chemical

change and pendulumS will result in high'school students' responding at

various levels'of sophistication: The researchers implied that this is an
-

indication-that the two problems identify ansindividual's dieveloptental

.level., The Validity of this inference is based on the factthat older

students provided higher level responses. -Since individually administered

tasks are widely accepted; the validity -of this stgdy and ,the implications

of this study would be greatly enhanced if there had been attempts made to

compare the same individual on group, and individual assessments.

there, is difficulty in generalizing the results of this study to a Large' ',

population, as the sample was selected from one South Australian high

school and there was not a detailed description of the sample provided in
,.

ir

the.report. .F example, merethe subjects re identified as being "streamed"

by ability, bd /there was.not r.any furthe explanation in this retard.
'..

The research design used cannot be easily identifiedwith any described

by Campbell and Stanley. The procedures were really designed to validate.



I.

8

a procedureand the report:is-a:;,description of that effort. ;The authors,

Rowell and Hoffman, reporetron. a prbcedurethat is somewhat removed frot(

the' classical researArdesigns,: The ,report itself could- have, Provided a
S.S.)

more systematW Aexpla ion of the steps and clearly have shown where

inferencesate made. om a reader's standpoint,. the differentiation of
.0"

fact:-and_Inferende is difficult to determine. While some conclusions "may

seem logical, they are in fact generalizations that are not-evident, at
1

'

least from the information provided by the authors in this report,

al`

In a practical sense, the'authors have prOvided a ray of hope for a

teacher who may be faced with the enormous task of matching cu 'culum

to stages of development. The prospect that an individual's stage f

development possibly may be determined In a group setting is encouraging.

This study has approached the problem and could have planted the seed

Lr

for more expansive and generalizable-studies.

5
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Renner, John W.. and Anton E. Lawson. "Intellectual Development in Pre-
service Elementary School Teachers: An Evaluation." Journal of
College Science Teaching, 5(2):89-92, 1975.

DesCriptors--College Science; Cdrriculum Development; *Educa-

L tional Research; Higher Education; Instruction; *Intellectual
Development; *Learning Theories; Science Education

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for ISEby Robert E.
YagAr, University of Iowa. .

ct

Purpose

The question investigated was whether or not instruction (materials and

procedures) can be shown to promote formal reasoning ability in students.

The central hypothesiS.tested was that "concrete curriculum materials"

and "inquiryorienteck procedures" would promote gains in levels of tntelr-

lectual functioning. The study was designed to illustrate the effect Of

a specific kind of schooling upon the acquisition of, formal reasoning"

Rationale

The study arises from Piagetian philosophy. In fact, a quote from Piaget

is used as support, for the theme:

...education is not simply a contribution that would be super-
imposed on top of the results of an individual development
regulated.in some inborn way, or that is accomplished by the
family alone. From birth to the end of adolescence, education
is one whole, and is one of two fundamental necessary factors
for intellectu'al and-moral formation, so much sC.e school
earries,a great responsibility regarding the final succ ess or
failure of the individual in pursuit of his own potential and
aAaptation.to',..iocial living.

The authors revieWrecent "evidence" that suggests that 40-60 percent of

the U.S. 'aault population do not acquire abstract reasoning ability.

They cite some of. their own work at Purdue University which suggests that.
;

_significant numbers of'college students can operate only with concrete

ideas-and materials. They suggest that this failure to acquire abstract

reasoning ability,may result from the use of "inappropriate strategies

and 4aterials".at the ientor high and collegiate levels. The authors

.16
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advance the notion that concrete thinkers

problem; and that "meaningful inquiries"

abilit in students,

Io
C

Research Design and Procedure

....: -'.
.

. .

ATwen:ty students'-weretselected,from 300 students
,c,..., IT

'courle for elementary teachers as

can be cofffronted with concrete

can facilitate. formal reasoning

I
enrolled in d biology

the experimental group. Seventeen other

studits were selected-for-lie control group.- Pretests weretadministerea

to all students at the end of their.freshman year. The tests were Piagetian

tasks that £had been used inprevioug sti?dies concerning all 300 students

enrolled. The experimental group was enrolled in "the undergraduate Pre-

service Teacher Education Program" while the control-group was enrolled in
1.

,

"a traditional physicgcourse for elementary school teachers." After one
x

r (two semesters of instruction) posttests consisting of t14 same battery
)fk

t

f taskswere administered* to both groups.

After the pretests were administered, all subjecti were categorized into

substages -of intellecthai'development. The substages included: 1) early

?concrete- perationaI, 2) middle. concrete operational, 3) late concrete
. f

.

operational,'4) post-concrete operaticinal, 5) early' formal operational,

6) middle formal operational, 7) late formfl operational.

.!,

The six Piagetian tasks used were: 1) conservation ofl'weight, 2) conserva-
,

. tion of volume using clay, 3) conservation of volume using metal cylinders,

4) separation of variables, 5) exclusion of irrelevant variables,' 6) equil-.

ibrium in the balance. Two "trained examiners" conducted the 30-minute

. interviews. The pretests were complete&InApril of 1973 and the"pdsttes s

April of 1974; The interviewers hd)nOcn2w3ledge of whether the subjects
0

examined were in t'"X Control or experimental groups. The-scoring procedures

and testing terials were described in.
P"

a previous publication. The tasks

2awere each subject in the same sequence. "Level of subject

responses was evaluated-on the bagis of the difficulty of the task, the
,

'quality of the student's verbal responses, and his ability to exhibit the

appropriate behaviors; i.e., to exhibit conservation reasoning, to control

variables on the exclusion and separationof variables taskg, and to demon=

strate understanding of proportional reasoning on the.equilibrium task."
T.

1. 17- -21
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Pretest and posttest rscoreefor eacliOf the 37 subjects (20 in the exper-- .
.

,
.imental ands 17 in the control) wereerecordecKand analyzed.

1 ,

Findings

, 0

The mean gain in substage leve was significantly greater for the experi-

mental group. The Manp-Whitney. U Test kaas usea to test the differences.

In the case of the pretest mean level there was no 'significant difference.

Neither were there significant differences f the posttest mean levels.
,.

, . J.
-Hence, the significant mean gain in level foe experimental group is

the major finding of the study.
)

(

Seven of the 20 subjects in the experioientai grauip gained two, substages

and 10 gained one substage. Four.of the control group subjects showed a

pre-7 to posttest gain of two substages while one showed a gain -of one sub-

stage. Nine subjects (from both'groups) showed no change-and three showed
4 -

fta loss of one substage.

Sinte the mean
I
prekest scorefor the control group was-high, the possibility

of a ceiling effect was checked by an analysis of covariance. The F- -ratio
- . .

(removing thefeffects of the pretest) revealed no'significant difference. at

the .05 level.
V

The evaluators were also comp ed. 'There were no tlgnificant results.
1:

between evaluators on pretest scores,poSttest scores, or mean gain scores.

Interpretation

The,authors feel that the results, support the concept that the entire notion

of what'.constitutes a worthwhile education would change if the primary goal

of educators was to be the production of persons who can think in'the

abstract., They recommend that content be viewedwith, respect to two ques-

tions: 1) Does the content selected accurately portray the discipline?

Is the content representative of the discipline? 2) Will a particular

segment-of content be useful in assisting.an adolescent or.young adult in

using formal reasoning abilitieg?. There would therefore be a new basis for

18
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selecting content. The authors also argue that thetresults suggest the

need for greatpr involvement of students with the materials of the disci-

pline. They argue further that the results substantiate Fidget's long-
-.

standing axiom that "social transmission is an important and extremely

necessary component of learning and movement toward the acquisition of
.

formal thought."

ABSTkATOR'S ANALYSIS

It must be kept in mind that this research report has appeared in a publi-

cation that is not addressed to the researcher. Hence, many of the criti-
%

CiSTOS maybe explained by noting the intended reader of the article.

Nonetheless, some of the generalizations and some of the problems will the-

design-should be considered. 'Erroneous conclusions can often result from

over generalizations and unanswered questions concerning design. Perhaps

there would be fewer generalizations and more information available in a

research report prepared primarily for active researchers. However, one

has only the brief manuscriptfor purposes of critical analysis.

- Researchers need to exercise more care in categorizing students (and people

in general) as to their level of intellectual deVelopment. Certainly there

J is some arbitrary-definition with respect to the seven substages described.

However, one needs to realizl that the categorization may refer to one or

more tasks. ilUch valuable informatiofi may be -lost when the researcher uses

a total score from a variety of tasks. Further, some erroneous conclusions

may result. The'researchers could (and perhaps should) report the effects

of the experimental design uggn each task rather than blend to results

together fora single total score. The eesearchers'are to be commended for

the use of the individual interview and for the careful-comparison of

evaluator performance.

Relating the study to curricula, teacher educators, and the growing infor-

mation from Piagetian Studies is a commendable feature. Certainly the

attention given `to such research in both curricUlum design and teaching

methodology suggests the importance of the study. Its appearance in a journal

for the non-researcher suggests Its interest and importance as well.

-19



In view of the major problem with duplicating such experiments at other_

centers, more information concerning the.exact protocols would be helpful.

The reearchers can-be excused for their omission in- view of the publ.ica-
,

tion and the audience. owever; much more precisidin in terms of describing

specific experimental pr edures is necessary before the experiment-could

be repeated independent researchers-also assume that the tasks do

measure the behaviors and/or the levels as described by Piaget. The

literature continues.to suggest research problems and unanswered questions

in, these, areas.

Some questions concerning. the use of parametric statistics instead of non-
.

parametrids can be raised. Again, the careful researdher is anxious to be

free 9f possible criticism concerning tire choice of statistics and/or,being

able to meet all conditions for proceautes chosen.

- .

Finally, the researchers use many-terms and phrases as if they-hive univer-

sally accepted definitions. Perhaps more precision in
)

writing is even more

important for the practitioner than for the researcher. At least the

researcher is likely to request more adequate information before accepting

results and interpretation than is the practitioner. Same examples of this

koncern.are: What is an "inquiry approach?" How dries one recognize

crete curriculum materials?" What characterizes dllaboratory?". Are all

so-called laboratories places where inquiry occurs? What is "teaching -

through inquiry?" What characterizes an "integrated science experience?"

What. makes an examiner "trained ?"

Some question are raised by reference `to instructors "providing" exper-

.
iences and -students "taking" courses: Ther'e seems to be some internal

inconsistency concerning philosophy of the researchers (or instructors)

and the descriptions used--at least those other than thegspecial terms

that are not adequately defined.

The researchers fail to establislithat the experimental and control groups

are identical. WerdWall 300 students in the freshman group? How did some

get into Biology 205? Were some taken out of the class, and enrolled-in

physics? How does enrollment in the undergraduate PreserVide Teacher Edu-

cation Program (the experimental group) differ from enrollment in a*



. t al, physics course for elementary school teachers? Were ,the./.-

students in the experimental group selected for that course randomly?
.

Were the 17 in fhe control grouf alpo selected randomly? More descrip-
...

tion of the courses and the strategies would be desirable. Was the

physics group (Control) self-selected?

)
The article is basically a very good report. It is'cleariy written and

one that is a contribution: to the field. It represents well the state of

research in the area of Piagetian-type studies. There are unanswered clime-

tions, some preblems of design and interpretation, some disagreement. But
that is why it is so importan*t and so valuable as an area of study.

Reports such as this one are badly needed, ,,Tcro often Piagetian studies

merely verify what has been done or report differences from study to study

or culture to culture. This artiede is a fine attepLpt to use the-informa-
;-

tion to affect programs. Much more'research and effort is now neededito

bring exciting research infoimation to the position of, making a difference'

in education. The authors end with a timely charge: the time has come

for college and university to examine critically what they are teaching

in individual courses, .why it is taught, and how it is Being taught. This

reviewer applauds the charge and this researcheffort!
N
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Linn, M. C., and- H. C. 311.d. "The Effect of Experiential Science on
Development of LOgical Thinking in ChildKem.:' Journal of Research
inoScience Teaching, 12:49,62,-1975.

Descriptors r-*Curriculum Evaluation; qaementary Education;.
*Elementary School Science; Learning Theories; *Logical think-
lag; Science Education; Science Course Improvement Project -11c:

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E. by Michael
Szabo, Pennsylvania State University.

Purpose

Linn and Thierb<1975) conducted an ex post facto study (Kerlinger, 1964)

-----'==--t-.49---assess the effect, of selected amts from SCIS on the development of

logical thinking in fifth grade children.

Research Design and Procedure

The design chosen. was basically a nonrandomized posttest-only control' .:,14
:

... c.....-Zzoe- -group design. The major independent variable was the study of at leatpr

the Energy,So*ces Jnit from the.SCIS program. The criterion variable

was mean score on ability to.explain in writing selected phenomena

(inclined planes) dealing with-.compensating variables that were presented

to the students during the experiment.

The Ss were enrolled in intact classrooms of fifth and eighth grade

students; the fifth grade students:either.had or had:not completed,Energy

Sources, but the eighth graders had not. In the experimental task-Ss

were shown film -clips of the motion of. a cart on an .;inclined plane under

different (compensating) Conditions of starting height and surface fric-

tion. The main criterion variable was assessed through written free

response to a question designed to elicit an explanation of the phenomemn

which wadfobserved.



Findidgs

It was concluded that SFIS Students understandcompensatiag. variables

better than .did non-SCIS-students in urban fringe, suburban, and rural

aieas of the country.

Interpretations

The study also reviewed logical thought according to Piaget and, the

rationale, for the use'of XIS in developing and studying formal thought.

Mbre specifically, it was argued that understanding dompensations iavolv-
47 -

tag two known. variables-is'an.indiation.that the student has-reached the
. 1 .

end.of therconcrete stage and ready to begin the formal stage of deilelop7
- ..

metit.

.ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

Although the authors used the words e eriment and experimelfiter, .the
,

reviewer must classify this-stlioly as post facto_ or correlational in

mature, The latter form of research s no -paeans' &important :for 'the

buiPc of much useful'research (e.g., research linking smoking and forms
.,-

of"cancer in human beings) is by and large correlational. Correlationale

research, however, does allow for certain errors of interpretation

rvitthis reviewer will attempt toidentify some of those potential e rs.

The'A researchers should be Commended for their study relating theory and

cu rrfculum development using large Samples from varying types of school

districts (suburban, urban _fringe, and rural) and matt Y states. 'The

study provides .a good example of a nationwide data collection and analy-

sis effort conducted at a distance and in an unobtrusive manner. However,

some alternative plausible hypotheses_(threats to internal validity of

e design) are present in the study; it is hoped that their examination

will serve to further the cause of.experimental research on effectsof

science instruction.

(23
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The key problem is that, as much as we would like to, we are unable to

draw the causal inference from this study that selected SCIS experiences

cause understanding of compensating variables or-logical thinking in the
,

population. Self- and other "selection proceSses, pOtentially present in

.ex post fact? research, strongly suggest the,phenonenon thaelhenever

innovations such as nation 1 science curricula are .dopted.lb tter

teachers are'selected ( ndtrained), better students are chosen, and

extensive materials are purchased. One might infer that most curricula

would "suc ceed" under such conditions. For example, implementation of

SCIS programs is usually accompanied by ~some vendor training, or in some

other cases, training by science eduCators. The link between inservice

training and degree of implementatio has been firmly established in the
r .

literature '(e.g.," Ashley and Butts, 1971; Crowther,\1972). "Self- .

selection and concomitant associates such as inservice training are seen

as one souice'bf differential selection bias in this study. rAnother,
/-

souThe is 'the selection-of subjects, who were presumably. identified hy

school 'personnel.. A significant alternative plausible hypothesis is

that improved perforMance -in the sample is an artifact of differences

between the treatment groups which are unrelated to the treatment.

It can be argued that students with more articulate written- skills will
o

outperform students with less articulate skills on ,a written explanation.

Indeed, general ability is posed by the researchers to explain observed

sex differences (p. 9). One might similarly attribute higher mean

scores Of the SCIS ftfl graders to superior gdneral ability of "better"

students selected for . No indication is given that general ability

wa s measured or controlled to test this alternative hypothesis. To the

extent that the above arguMent is valid the, causal nature of SCIS on the
a

criterion is severely questioned. It also calls in to question the

researchers' assertion "...it follow that experimental teachers were

generally effective n teaching...' (p." 59). g

-
-klurther problem common to curFiculum studies dealAwith implementation.

Rile maln;K studies rely'on reported Use as the measure of implementation

,(Fersall, 1972), such reports may reflect only an attitude of acceptance

rather than the possession of necessary knowledge and skills. Fullan

an Pomfret (1977) reviewed studies that suggest a positive relation

31
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tr,

between'degree of implementation and achievement scores. They observe

that without teacher implementation behavior changes, stude& process

outcomes will probably not occur. The degree of implementation of

Energy Sources in this st4y seems to be an-unknown quantity.

The reviewer is open to-an apparently valid criticism for using subse-

.quent research in-analyzing the earlier work of Linn and Thier. The

°only defense pleaded Is that the reviewer's goal is to improve research

skills which enable us to acquire valid knowledge; it is not to criti-

cize.

Recommendations

A

In light of thecabove arguments, it would seem that a series of\experi-
.

mental studies with certain characteristics'would better test the causal

relation between curricula &noi lormal thinking. First, the, rationale

between process or formal thought skills targeted in the curricula and

those reflective of the acquisition. of formal thought slogid he clearly

established. Next, a design should be constructeds in which students and

teachers are randomly assigned to treatment or control, with variations

in general ability and sex.carefully controlled:

Perhaps the better test of the criterion isone which takes place in a

"white noise",enviranMent where many (or'some) other variables are in

operation, raither than in a controlled environment where two variables

are purposely hi,lighted while others are systematically eliminated.

a . )
The research (e.g. Smedslumd, 1961; Flavell, 1963) strongly syggests that

training is highly unlikely: to accelerate.Fiagetian stagell developlent
. . ct

unless the student is transitional and in a state of disequilibrium.'Fmm
A.

this,..ane might) hypothesize that developmental gains will occur from

instructio terms of the perCentages of students who are transitional4

C

prior to instiuetion.
*.:4

. )
. el

-. .."-

Unldss,such expe ental research is conducted, we,will have to wait for

massive amounes of orrelational data for a true picture of the relition b.

7
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-betweencurricular practices and progression thFough developmental

stages.
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Quinn, Mary Ellen and Kenneth D. George. "Teaching Hypothesis Forma-
tion." Science Education, 59(3):289 - 296,.1975. J

pescriptors--*Educational Research; *Elementary Education;
*Elementagy School Science; Elementary School Studenps; *Film-
strips; oracle 6; *Instruction;, Science Educatiai

. .

Expanded abstract and analySis prepared especially for I.S.E. by. David R.
Stevenson, Trurol iqova.Scotia.

-

Purpose

I 4

Quinn and'George evaluated the effectilleness#,.of teaching hypotheMs,forma-

tion to grade school children. They were interested in the usefulness of

the method employed,.themeasurablity of hypothesis luality, and qual-

ity differences were discernible amOng,groups isoltited for analysis.

Rationale

The investigation is considered an extension of work by Atkin (1958) aad-
.

is likewise done in a classroom setting. ,

Research Design. and Procedure

.R6

Quinn and. George devel1ped an Hypothesis Quality Scale (HQS) from which to

judge student hypotheses. The meanirg of "pr cise" was also clarified

i:through a set of statements. called "Princivle of Precision" (PP); the PP

was used to support the HQS. Reliability of the HQS'was verified b'y hav-

ing!tlee science educators judge 50 hypotheses (0.94 agredMent).

'The study has a treatment-nontreatment format. A total of 176 sixth grade

students from fourintact classrooms,'two from each of two Catholic schools

of differing' socioeconomic levels, were subjects.. One class from each

-school was in each of the treatment-and nontreatment groups, for a total

of 88 subjects in each.

All sUbjectS completed the Otis Test of Mental Maturity prior to treatment.

The results served as a covariable'in an analysis.of covarifnce that Was



part of the Campbell nd Stanley Design Twelve procedure., All subjects

wrdte hypotheses o test films before and after:instruction was given to

the: treatment group. .Mean scores for hypotheses produced (scored.againSt

the HQS) were` subjected to.analysis'for significance.

Treatment consisted of a se 'es,ef eighteen 40- minute sessions: film loop

tshoWing (two sessions) foll wed by discussion (one session) in rotation.
t

The loops were pr uced by the Inquiry Development Program in Physical
. .

' Science. Each showing was followedby discussion, questioning, reshowing,-'
. .

= and hypothesis writing" Hyktheses were scored for subjects according to
-1...-. .

the HQS, lhe separate discussion sessions were aimed of improving hypo-
vthesis,formation. -.

Before.treatment subjects had been divided into groups:

TREATMENT

(1) Socio I (2) Socio II. (3) Socio IMF (4)-Socio II'

NONTREATMENTi

Subjts in each of groups one to four were further divided for analysis:

P

- a. high and i-pw,intelligence,

high arid. low grade point average,

c.'. high and4loW reading; 'ability, and

d.. sex.

Thus, eight, cells Viere, available for each",of:four.analyses of covariance.
. - ea

Interactions of treatment, socioeconomic level and. each of the variables'

above were considered.

4
Findings

Quinn and George made the following findings:

1. treatment was effective at the .001 level of significance;

2. no significance was attached to socioeconomic status; for the

subgroups significant differences were fouad in the ability to

form hypotheses;

3. between levels of inWligence (.02 leVel);.
a

4 based on 'grade poig-t.average'levels (.001 level);
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5. between groups by reading ability (.01); a

6. based on sex (.02).

2 Interpretations

The investigators concluded from their findings that hypothesis formation

.can ught under the conditions in the study;'thatthe method used can

be ful, inclu4ag the use of :the particular film loops wiechgixth

children; that quality of hypotheses can be measured using the HQS;
o

that equal instruction allowschildren of-differing socioeconomic levels

to successfully learn hypothesizing; and, that the e.bility to hypothesize

is correlated with intelligence, grade point average, reading ability and

. sex of children.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS.

The study is a 'straight-forward investigation that fits within the well-

used Allosophicaiirstatement by Bruner about feaching people when they

e'ready to Iearn.. But there is.nothing profound either in the procedure

used or in the outcome. Rather, Quinn and 'George carried out a.reasonable

teaching assignment and obtained results they expected:- What we do not

know is whetheror not students reached a level of mastery and have

retained tie skill, or if the students could generalize to pics other

than science. Perhaps, however, such thoughts elevate the importance of

the study f r beyand that. intended ly the investigators. d

A
fl 1

There havy beenulany investigations in the literatdie of science education

about teaching procedures. Indeed-it.is-possilile to find support fdr

'almost any reasonable position a, reviewer may wish to take-. However,

blindera are necessary if one wishes to claim support for one position

only. Quinn and G&orge do not make such a claim; rathei, they state

simply that the studysupports the claim that the method works,

Many studies that:are reported in science education journals have nagging

minor deficien either as a.result of reporting:weakdesses.or of

29 .
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Moo features of the studies th4mselves. The study here under review is no

exception. -Following are some concerns.

It would be helpful to, know the circumstances under-which the three science

educators undertood their varidation of the HQS and who the, persons were.
1 .

Often the captive talents of graduate students are pressed .tb service and*

instructions are so carefully given that expectedresults are.obtained.

The report level of interjudge agreement suggests no difficulty in this case.

. ,
Use of intact classes for research, purposes, while a. convenience,. leaves

questions unanswered. How'were these particular classes in these particu-

lar schools chosen and why? Would different results be obtained from

different classes? The study may not have been affected-by the use of
1

other classes, but we are not -able ,to. judge the range ot_intelligence read-

ing ability and achievement and achievement in the sample. Even so, a

reviewer would be on the
long

track to overdo, criticism Of the points in
this study, for the outcome is rtnisonable and expected.

.

I

That the film loops were useful and aided in the, instruction was shown by

the-Study. Availability of the loops to most sixth grade teachers seems

unlikely. In that event, the teacher would be left with the discussion

sessions :and.'iossritiy with much less imotivation th-an that available to

investigators. The reviewer must wou de; how inucli .fartherweare- ahead

in a practical sense as a result of the study.

The levels of intelligence, grads point average, reading abigity.and sex

receive no comment other than in the summary of findings. ..Is it not likely

that the differences in hypothesis formation would be found? It seems! evi-
.

dent that intelligence, grade:point average and reading ability are inter--

related and may be measures of similar, if rot the same, variables_. On the---_

other hand, the .differenCe. in sex of subjetts opens a question of matniity

that could be naturally reflected in the results regardless of treatment.

It would be interesting tohave the-qnestion of differences in mental

manipulation-by students explored on this point alone..

Quinn and George reported here that,vequal Instrnation was given to each

socioeconomic group. This is a difficult point td rove. -Which group

first received instruction? Did that group have a advayttage or

30



A

disadvantage loin do the: ether? Does,(a,c4ss of S0 students benefit

more, or. lessjroM'"equal".instructioin compared to a class of 38 students?

At best., we mayconciude that the two rankings by socioeconomic status were

instructed so that no significant ifference was found in hypotheSis form-

"141
.

The. sample for this study was'qot'a large,.one, given the subgroups required

for analysis. Should one try to draw conclusions from cells of fewer than

20 subjects? May reported studies share the disadvantage of small samples

or .aris, thereof subjected to high level analysis. Quinn and George seem

in the same position here.

Even though the deficiencies exist, it may be concluded that the results

are reasonable all*?the procedure fair. The outcome is not likely to affect

science education to any exteneCit may 'assist other investigators who

propose to explore.initructional procedures in classroom settings.)

11;;."/
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Butzow, John W. and Alan Davis. "The Development of a Semantic en-
.

tial of Teachers' Attitudes Toward Teaching Elementary. ool Science."
Science Education, 59(2):211-220, 1975.

Descriptors -- Elementary Education; *Elementary School Science;
Educational Reiearch; Inservice Teacher Education; *Measurement
Instruments; Science Education; &Teacher Attitudes; Teacher
Behavior.

,/

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E. by Ann C.
Howe, Syracuse University.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to -develop 'and

3
di ting teachers', relative. levels of success

opposed to a teacher-Centered, elementary
. . .- .

semantic ential was developed and used

toward tea ing he Elementary Science. Study
:. ,

test an instrument for pre -

in using a student - centered,

science.curriculum. A

to assess teachers' attitudes

(ESS) program.

Rationale :,j

This work rests, o
r--

n the assumption that a teacher's level of success in,

iusin a particular set of curriculum materials may be predicted by deter-
/

mining whether the teacher hapositive-attituaes toward the behaviors

which the developers of the'curriculum consider desirable or nece

In this case the indicator for level of success was the degree of

"student-centeredness" achieved by a teacher.

The reasons for choosing the semantic differential

stated but there is4ample precedent fbr'using this

'attitude. A number of previous studies are cited.

Research Design an3Procedure

14k

.41
A.semantic differential consists of a.set'of concepts, each followed.by,

Li*

e not explicitly

technique to measure

IN

*

the-same set of:polar adjective pairt arranged at opposite ends of a scale..

The concepts may be thought of.as.stimug to which the subjects respond by
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rating each concept on, each scale. In t s study three initial concepts

related to teaching were rated on 46 adjective pairs by 104 college students

enrolled in an elementary methods course. Prom factor analysis of these

data four major factors (valuing; enjoying, striving, and difficulty).

emerged. Adjective pairs representing these factors were used as scales.
hi

.for the final instrument. The Initial concepts were discarded and a new

set of concepts chosen by searching the writings af persons who'had been

active in the development of ESS. The final instrument, called Semantic
. /

Differential TestOf Teacher Attitudes (SDTTA), cOnvined 21 concepts and

four scales.

The ability of the instrument to predict behavior was tested by administering

it to 29 elementary teachers who had recently completed an inservice coursea 6laterand were read to begin implementingP. Several.months , afterimple-
Jr

mentation was/underway, the teachers were videotaped While'teachilig science

in their'classrooms. The videotapes were analyzed 'using the Science Currid

.ulumAssessment System Teacher £Matthews and Philips, 1968), an Instrument

which yields scores on a Teacher Directed Index. A low score on this index

indicates behaviors.congruent with 41e expectations off the developers,of.ESS.
Ar

In ordet to determine whether the attitudes, as measured by the SDTTA, were

correlated with the observed behaviors, as measured by the Teacher Directed

Index, 'the scores on the twO-instruments.were compared.. The set of sCores.,

above the median on the Teacher Directed Index were labeled Teacher Directed

...Grdupan4 scores'below the median were-flbeled Student Directed Group.

Scores for the first three scales (omitting the adjective pairs representing.

"difficulty) for each concept of the SDTTA were also split at the median.

Frequencies of scores thug obtained were, presumably, enTred.into a'2 x 2

contingency taile'from which Chi square vaities were calculated.' Six con=
.

cep yielded a chi square value sigaiiicant at the 0.1 level.

Finally,.the concepts of the SDTTA which were found to give a significant

Chi square ,value (above). were used to calculate a D-square value for each

participant. .P-square represents a "measure of dissimilarity of-partici-

pant from ,the average. scale scores on the Student Diected Crqup.".

Participants were rank ordered on the basis of -D-square valUes and on the

basis of Teacher Directed Index scores. A Spearman Rank Correlation co-

(efficient of 0.79 was obtained from these data.
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Findings

It is somewhat disconcerting. to.

are not reported. One looks' in

itemof the two'subgroups, the

the chi square value obtained.

) AP

find that the' data of greatest interest

vain for average scores on the SDTTA

data used tofdalculnte chi square, or

The principal findings were the following:

3:. Of ,the 21 concepts on the SDTTA there were six which discriminated,

at the 0.1 level and on-at least one scale, between teachers whose

behaviors were judged to be student directed and those whose behaviors

were judged to be .teacher directed. The sixAncepts and the scales

.

.

A. l'or me, allowing children to mess around with water is...

C.

(Powerful/Powetless)

-"Forme, keeping live- ants and animals in the classioontfot use

in experiments is... (Important /Unimportant; Powerful/PoweTless)'

Fot me, being able to correctly answer student questions in science

is..: (EnjoyableOnenjoyable)

D. For me, allowing- children

different points of view

g. For me, ,teachidg 'science

F. For me;

science

to work in groups to discuss their

In ,findings is...(Enjoyable/Unenjoyable

is.. (Enjoyable/Unenjoyable/

havidg a strong-background in conceptual and factual

is... (Enjoyable/Unenjoyable)

On the first concept the Student Directed Group gave a lets positive

iating than' the Teacher Directed Group on potency; that is, the
(4°

Student Ditected Gioup rated vthe condept as less po;e7fiZt On the

other five concepts the-Student Directed Group gave more positive

ratings.

2. The correlation between scores on these six concepts (above). and

sores on the Teacher Directed Index, using the Spearman Rank Corte-

lation method, was statistically significant at the .01 level..



Interpretations

The investigators interprpt these results as showing that they have

developed an instrument which may be used to predict the degree of. teacher

directed activity or, conversely, the degree of gtudent-centeredness in a

given teacher's classroom.

'ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

*The semantic differential technique was developed by Osgood, Suci and

Tannenbaum (1957) as a method of measuring the meaning-which people attach

to concepts. Every-concept is thought of as having.a semantic space which

may be explored by'means of this technique. One of the, dimensions of this

'semantic space is attitude; defined as an inferred state of an brganist

whiCh gives it a predisposition to make an evaluative response to a given

stimulus. Attitudes have'direction, and intensity; they are sometimes
s,

referred to as tendencies of approach or.avoidance. Most social scientists
,

agree that the Way a person'behaves in,a situation depends upon what the

situation means or signifies to him or her and that attd...19t is an Impor-

tant factor in'anY.social activity, of which teaching may be taken as an
4

',example. In tefjthe semantic differential, attitude toward a concept

is defined as the projection of the meaning:ascribed to a concept onto the

evaluative dimension of the' space.

Another way to say this is that a person's behavior depends to a great

extent on his or her attitude; if,me coulditmeasure attitude then we could,

to some extent, predict behaviot.,This is what the investigators have

tried to do; they have sought:to find a way to measure attitix4 in order'

to predict behavior. For this purpose they ..constructed and tested a

semantic differential.

Seenin final form, a semantic differential is adeceptively simple instru-
.

ment which 1;elies the care with which the. cOncepts and scales must be

chosenanTtested. The procedure described by Osgood'et al. starts with

the selection of preliminary concepts and polar adjective pairs. The

latter ate adjectives which hay' opposite meanings; foi.example, good/bad;

hot /cold; clean/dirty. The conqe is and adjective pairs are submitted to
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an appropriatt,group who rate each, concept on each adjective pair, using..

ascale whiaggStomarily gOei from 1 to 7; The adjective pairs are then
../:;--,:-° : .-

submitted to :2:-Ctor. analysis and; if.theY have been well chosen, three

dominant factors become apparent. In most cases these cap, be defined as

evaluation; potency, 4 and,activity. Two or three adjective pairs are then

chosen to represent each factor find these form the scales of the final

instrument. The preliminary cageepts are then replaced by a new set of_

concepts to be rated on the firial set of scales. When the semantic

di4ferential is to be used to measure attitudes, only the evaluation factor

is repredented by the adjective pailri sincezhttitude-is thought to be most

closely related to this factor.

.,The developers of the instrument, presented in his_article followed these

procedures in many respects but departed from them in other ways for

reasons which are not explained. We are not told,!for example, why all

four factors were retained in selecting repreSent tive -scales, rather than

only the evaluation factor whichAsthe one asso fated . with attitude.'. And

if:all 'four factors were to beretained, it wouldhaVe-been the usual

practice to selett two or three adjective pairs.torepresent each factor

rather than only one for eachfactor: A minor point which is puzzling
os.

, nevertheless is why five rather than seven points were used on the .scales.

The authors.could probably supply reasonable explanations for each of

these departiires.:from the original,method;

questions are left unanswered.due to space

kdeScription of the development of:atest

if such departures fromaccepted procedure

ze`

often trivial and not-sotrivial

limitations or other good reasons.

is more useful to others, however,

are noted and explained.

_dr
More-important than-any of thArabove considerations is the question of

whether the SDTTA serves the purpose for which it was intended. At this

point a digression seems in order to commend the authors forcarrying the

development of the instrument beyand.the initial stage. Too often we are

offered "instruments" which have, been designed with some care but are pre-
,

sented prematurely and left for others to validate (or ignore).

Several serious, questions must be raised about the Usefulness-of the SDTIA

'..in Its ritesent form. Zhe.first of these concerns the small number of items

.for which a CorTration'could be shown, even at the marginal (0.1) level of
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------

. .

significance, between4the preditted behavior and'the obsefved behavior. ,

Since 21 concepts and three scales'were used in the analysis, the total

number of items, as `items are def4aed in Osgood et al. (1957; p. 80) is

63. ,Seven of these were-fdund to be significantly correli;ed with

(

observed behavior but one of thete was in the directidn opposite to that
-4.

predicted. That leaves six tems
.,

of die 63, which could be used to

, predict behavior.

t

Another question might be asked about the eliability of the scores.
\Do we know.that a teacher would give the same ratings to the concepts on

a second administration? ,Or, to put it another way, is thvxe evide.nce

that the'attitudes are stable over time?
t:

A third question concerns the meaning and use of the D-square values.

This is a murky area which carefdl reading ofthe text and reference to

Osgood et al. have failed to clarify. It is not clear to the reader "o

is not an expert how the D-square values wtreobtained and what-they mean.

Were all six' concepts, including the one which stowed an attitude in the

"wrong" direction, used in the calculation?- Were dissimilarities from

the average score measured without regaMto direction? Without more

expIanationat is difficult to evaluate the significenee of the correla-

tion coeAticient. This may be a qu4tioiR for which the, auihors llama

ready and convincing answer but manx readers 7111 need moredetails or

a reference in order ,to understand the basis and use of.this procedure.

As it stands, the rTA does not seem to be quite ready for use in making

serious predictions of a teacher's level of success in implementing
#
an

activity-centered elementary science curriculum since only about one-tenth

of the items have been shown-to be useful in predicting teacher behaviors.

This :is a promising beginnidg for an instrument which night find many uses

ins both preservice and Lervice teacher education, .but more needs to be

done to make it a reliable and usable todl'fOr research and tr inge
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Kiddock.14. N. "The Attitude of Papua New Guineans Towards Investigation,.
Control and Mcinipulation of Natural Phenomena." The Australian Science
Teachers Journal, 21(1):86-92, 1975. r- ,

,

Descriptors--*Attitudes; *Cultural Differences; Developing Nations;
EduCational Research; Educationally Disadvantaged; *Physical
Environment; Science Education; tScientific Attitudes

_

Maddock, M.' N.. " Culture.GapWhat is Formal SchdbIling with its Science
Education Component Doing to Papua New-Guinea Sdiciety." The Australian
Science Teachers Journal, 21(1):93-97,

Descriptors--*Cultural Differences; Developing Nations; Educe- .

'tional kesearei; *Educationally Disadvantaged; Science Education;
Scientific Attitudes; *Social Attitudes; *Stereotypes; Secondary
Education'

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E. by Hans 0.
Andersen, dmAiana'University; Bloomington, Indiana and John R. Stayer
Depaul'University, Chica0, Illinois.

Purpose

...The major purposes of 'these. two articles were:to:,'...-

. .

Report-on the develo'*nt in four languages (English, Pidginl

Hiri-Motu and Ehga) of an, attitude scale named "The Environ-

mental Phenomena Attitude Scale."

'2. Determine if scores on the sCale can be attributed to the educa-

tional level, region of origin,, life style (urban or rural) or

sex of the study sample.

3. Determine-if there is a significant difference between the mean

scores pbtained by students on the EnVironmental Phenomgna.Atti-
.-

tude Scale, and the mean'pf the score predicted by the student

,for uneducated people.

Determine if there is a significant difference between the men
- .

scores predicted by the studerits for minimally educated subjects,

and the mean scores actually obtained by them.,

Rational

.'

Developing countries often fate Ole fact 'that formal schooling changes

the attitude'of students 'extensivelyr.and that these change's have the
.
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'potential for creating a major gapbetween,Athe educated-and uneducateA

which can lead ta'filienation and/or confrontation. The purPoSeof.this

study was to determine if significant attitude differenCes existed
. _

between high schooletUdeniSand villagers with respect,to beliefs about

man's ability to investigate, manipulate, and-control.natural.phenothena.

'Furthermore', becauSe the author wished to 4xplore.attitudes...of:a..broad:

spectrum-of Papua New'Guineans, versionsof.the instrument were develpped

In English, .Pidgin, Hiri7Motu and Enga (Raiapo dia lect) languages. It
614was assumed that ,sdata obtained from these tddies would .be useful for

6uca5.Aonal planners.because the documentation of extensive attitude
2 7

differences could suggest'a need-for extensive'adult'education,-
- . .

. .

ResearCh-DesigaNniacedure

The:etudy''.1nOolved'inotrisment deVelopMeni,%:ValIdatiOni andsjiYpatheSis
- .

testing.

.

Insfruwent!Devettpmen

The "Enviionmental Phenomena Attitude Scale" was developed'in Papua Net

Guinea, by means of a number of field trials. Theinstrument-consists

of 26 items structured as an interview schedule. The items constructed

were based on five, attitude related objectives stated as aiMs.of the

Papua New Guinea, science syllabus. These five objectives were related

to investigation of natural phenomena by observation or experiment, the

rimental results and observations, technologies as man-madi

evelopments, the need to test cultural models pr theaiies and the need
4

to change mode s and theories in light of new-discoveries. A. person who

believed' or had faith in the susceptibility of the universe to human

-ordering and Linde tanding wvdescribed as having a positive attitude

towards Investigatian manipulation and control,of natural phenomena.

The establlishment of eliability of the, instrument, inter-observer

bility of interviews, and validity of the instrument were described in

previous efforts by Maddock (1973, 1974). An instrument development

section is included here to describe additional evidence supporting the

argument for the instrument's constru validity. Construct validity is

supported when one can correctly predict test scores from theory or theory-

W.
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like statements: In this case anthropologists' conclusions were that

the attitude scores of villagers. Ton instruments such as the Environ-

mental
.

Phenomena Attitude Scale)-who were not formally educated in .

.

school "should be significantly lower than the attitude scores.of formally

educated high schOol. students.
G

A highly significant mean score difference (13.6 points) in favor of the

educated: student provided support for he construct validity, argument.

Hyppt7;esis Testing

The' investigator reported using 2X2X2 analysis of variance design to tes.;

the effects of education: (high sChoo3Qstudent vs. villagers), region

(coastal vs: highland)-, life style. (urban vs. rural) . The only signi-

ficant mean score differences (I3,6 pOints),reported were between levels

of education and "the difference favoring the'educatedwae significant

beyond the 0,001 level with an epsilon (E) of 0.78.
.

Analysis of variance was used to explore differences between males and

females but no significant differences were reported:, The author also...

reported that no si.gnificantdifferences'were fOUild''getweenthe two' major

ethnic'groups in thesample, the Enga/and Chimbu:

In open-ended dfecussions following the formal questioning, the students--

made frequent reference to the importance of science in developing the

attitudes'they held. The students were also asked to predict which

answers they thought the uneducated villagers would give and the reasons:

for" thetr predictions.

Maddock employed at- test -to determine if the difference:between the mean

:of, scores obtained by the students on the attitude scale and the mean of

scores predicted by students for-the minimally eduCaied.was:significant.

A highly significant (Ti <.001) 21.6 point difference favoring the. formally.

'eduCated found. The Pearson product moment. correlation between the

students' scores-and the.predicte&sCores was. calculated to explore the

relationshipbetween the students' scores and the scores predicted by the

students for the minimally educated. 'A significant negative correlation
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(r = -0.26) was discovered which led the investigator to conclude that a

tendency existed for students scoring high on the scale to predict scores

lower on the range than predictions made by students scoring lower.

Maddock suggested that this indicated that the.mare positive the -student's

score the more likely fie/she was to stereotype his village "wantoks" as

negative in attitude.

/
A t-test was also used to determine ifithe predicted score means for the

minimally educated-and the mean of scores actually obtained by them -

differed .significantly. The difference was found to be highly significant

(p<.001), indicating that the'students predicted significantly lower scores

for the villagers.,

In open-Lended -questioning of students that followed the formal interview

information was 011ected that allowed the investigator -to make the

:following conclusions:_-

Many stUdents-claimed that they did not know, the practices and

beliefs in their area.

Many students patronized and stereotyped village thinking.,

)1-any students felt that only students were clever enough to

deal with medprn technology.

Many students had become so indoctrinated with th6'dagma o

standard-school eiplanations that they were not willing to

try out new iaeas.

Ineerp.re tat ions

lheanvestigator concluded that the "Environmental Phenomena,Attitude

Scale was a valid:reliable instrument.and that it.was'useful for compard

tive studieS. Also,-significant attitude differences existed:between high

school studentsand.villagers, :'Further, the formal eduCational system has

had a significant degree of success in shifting attitudes toward the. posi:

tive. end .of .the continuum ana that educational planners rightly should be,

concerned about the 'SignifiCantattitudinal gap between the student andthe

minimally educated.



.pSTRACTORTS ANALYSIS

Developing countties do not have either funds or expertise-to plan aid

'develop curriculum uniquely fitted to their-specific needs. Even a modest

localization of curriculum is in'manTinstances more than can be managed

by local school authorities. Their alternatiVes re-two: 1) Continue

their illiteracy or 2) Use materials-developed in the. Western world.

Illiteracy mnst"be eliminated. Therefore,.students are rushed into curric-

ular studies that are radically different fromanything the adult population.

has experiedced. What effects will this action have orf-the..culture?

Developing countries around.the world are noderniZing their schools and

their curricula. Very few studies of the effect of modernizing efforts

have been made. Therefore, the Maddock effort which is one of the few

studies of.the local effects.of new science curricula in a developing

countiy, becomes quite important.
.

Professor Maddock's initial effort was the'development of the Enviro '.ental

Phenomena Attitude. Scale to the point where it could be reliably ad is-

tered by interview in four languages. The development of the ids rument

was only briefly described in these papers because it was the sub ect Of

earlier papers (1,2). Persons finding Maddock's effort interestil will

want to study these earlier papers. The fact, at. students demonstrated

a significantly more positive attitude.towards.in stiga on, control and

manipulation was reported because it supported a construct derived from

anthropological studies which thereby became additional evidence support-

ing the construct validity' of the instrument. a

The,fact that significant differdnces'in scores could not be attributed to

a regionP1 effect (coastal vs. highland) or an urban-rural effect was at

least partially explainable. Maddock indicated that serious attempts werb.,

made to make _sure that the samples were as representative as possible.

However, he reported that itwas necessary tc, use volunteers. It is

pbssible that volunteers would volunteer because they already had a more

positiVe attitude on the dimensions being studied. That being a possi

bility, it may be safe torinfer that the 4ifferences-in.attitude 13etween

the students and the minimally' educated may be everr'greater than the highly

significant difference reported. Hence, one may well wait to encourage
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4.*......\ ,
early implementation of adult education-efforts tinder the'assumption that

gaps between."gene ions are too wide-and could lead to the development

of social problems.

The first study-supported a claim that the educational system (not only

, science) was influencing the development of amore pbsitive attitude

towards investigation, control, and manipulation of natural phenomena than

was the lack of formal school education. The second study may well\ be more

-"01 signific4t ant in that it permitted'the conclusion that there was a,signifi

cant difference between students' coresand scores that they predicted

for the minimally educated and a significant difference between the stud-
,

eats' predicted and actual'achievement scores of the minimally educated.

ExaminatiOn of the means permits the conclusion that fhe students

_predicted (incorrectly) that the minimally educated would score aigaifi-

cantly'loweri When this is coupled with other student interview informa-

tion caused the investigator to conclude that the students'.
-

'descriptionslof villagers "revealed a staggering degree of
.

patronizing

stereotyping of village thinking," one -can understandthe cause for
concern..

e.

There is evidence to suggest that schools cause.students to view at least.

.these dimensions of seience,more positively than the minimally educated

person. Hence, in that respect, the schools can be credited! However,

it can also be, argued tat the schools fail-toe help the stuilents-visualize

and understand the positive aspects of their Culture. Hence, the-schools
are lailing.

.

Certainl-Y one must support the preparers of the five -year plan who are
_

calling for adult education One. should also demand revision of student

curricula to include intensive study of the local culture, especially

.those asfefts of the.-culftre within the dimensibns of this study.

Thre is `a gap; and it was beautifully exposed by the investigator.

eliffilnating-this gap beComes an objective, one would hope that all-remember

that both qie tudents and the minimally,trained mus -s become the Objective



Few countries will able to offer massive curriculum development efforts.

Economically, at least,superficially, adapting and adopting Western-

developed curriculum may be more prudent. However, curriculum developers

inideveloping gantries are urged-to proceed with caution. Abve all, we

must remember that the existing culture has been successful. It is the

product of local evolutionary prbcesses. It has, until recently, adapted.
, -

Parts of the culture, probably large parts, must be preserved.'

Finally, we should mention future research directions. .This-study illus-

trated one effect of change that was only partially beneficial and exposed

dimensions that need treatment. Similar studies shoUld be conducted'

wherever innovations are replacing exiiting cultural practices.
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Huston, Peter, H. -"A Study of Value Orienvtions as a Characteristic of
Secondary. School Students and Teachers of. Chemistry." J4purnal off-
Research in :Science Teaching, 12(1):25-30, 1975.

Descriptors,-*Chemistry; HumanisM; *Relevarice (Education);. Science
Education; Secondary Education;-*Secondary School Science; *Teacher
Characteristics; Technology;*ValUes.,

Expanded abstract. and analysis prepared especially for ISE by Elizabeth
Kean, Universityof-WisConsin.A

Purpoie

The purpose of this study was to investigate the value orientations (prefer-
.:

ence for humanistic, .technological or theoretical aspects of science> of

teachers and students of chemistry wipreapect to_charactristics of those

groups. The following relationships were. explored: (

1. the correlation between-value orientations measured on a develoPed

instrument and.stiadent characteristics of measured

general academic average, and chemistry grade;

2. -.differences.betWeen the means of the valudorientations for e
- - :- '' .,'

_

and female-studentS;.

. differences.betWeen the means of the valUe orientations for
-

teachers and Studdnts;-

4, differences in the mean value orientations of teachers related to

levels of university chemistry preparation and levels of teaching

experience;

differences in the mean value orientations of thoSe teadhers with'

a maximumof five university chemistry courses wtb.were:teaching

biology at least quarter time and thoseteachers with'similar

preparation who were not teaching biology at least quarter time.

Rationale

This work does not appear to be specifically 'related to other previous

research. It rests on the- assumptions that science (i.e., chemistry)

curricula should reflect the Value orientations of students, and that the

science (chemistry) curriculum is heavily based on a theoretical orientation.
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A furttier asiumption is that it is possible to separate and measure the

humanistic, technological, and'theoretical aspects of science.

40

Research -Design. and Procedures

The author used astryey design..(non-experimental andhon7-quasi experimentaA

in an attempt to describe a part of the educational context...

Instr4meht

The author designed, tested, and utilized a fcirced choice ranking instrument

to measure value.oripntations of teachers/studenis. The instrument- consisted
4

of an u specified number of statements of chemital fact, each of which was

foil ed by three further related' (correct) facts. Of the three related

facts, one had a theoretical, one a humanistic, and one a. technological

emphasis. From the three examples listed in ;the article, the priehtation

statements api;eared.to be placed in-random order.

.

First preference rankings were accorded a score of two points, and second,.

.preference a score of one point. were instructed:to, rank

e.sch.set of alternatives according to their personal.preferende oridea

Ira:portal:Ice, assuming were- 'pointS were summed for

all sets of alternatives, providing-three scores for each person which indi-

catedthe strength of:their orientation to. each value.

Test items were pretested on a "similar" (but unspecified) poPulation..

Content. validity was checked by a,. panel of five experts (unidentified) at

an.8apercent agreement level. Construct validity was supported by mean

value orientations reported for of theology.and engineering studentS

(theology:Students.!Scored hi0er-on humanistic and lower'on theoretical

'orientations; scores on technolOgical,orientations for:the two groups were

similar). Moderately high. statistical reliability was reported for teachers

and for stuAnts and each orientation:

Sample
.14

The student sample consisted of 60 girls and 60 boys'in a suburban London,

Ontario, school.' All students were from the middle sociOecodomic level, had



had three years of high school science,:wereln the upper two-thirds,of

their:classes academically, and' were about the`. same all were
1--12th.grade). Data on students (from school records) included IQ stores,

grade's in'themist4,,but not preVious science grades.

.

The to hei sample
21
consisted of all 19 teachers,teaching chemistry in the\

above school system in the 1970-71 school year. Teathers provided self-
,-;

yreport data on ears of,teaching experience, number of university lel!
?

't chemistry ,courses, chemistry and biology 'teaching assignments. No. break-

1.

down on length of time since university work, age, or sex'of teacherS was

reported 'nor was there, any indiaatipnof teacher participation in subject

matter -assignments.

Procedure 1

The instrument was administered to students during. one class period at an.
. " ,

.unspecified time pf the,schodl year No informationwas provided regarding
-

the procedure for adpinistration of the instrument to teachers. No desciip-

tion of the chemistiy- curriculum in'use in,theksystem was provided.
I .

Correlation coefficients between.-value orientation scores and-Student char,-

acteristics'weie' calculated. ,-Differences in the means foi-variOus blOcking
. .

variables were tested for SignificanCe with

Findings

-0
No raw data (tables of correlation coefficients; means,for groups, standard

deviAionS) or inferential statistics were included. in the paper. The author

did report the following qualitative findings,:

1. "No correlation between value orientation and measured intelli-

gehce; general academic.'aVerage,..or'cheMistry-grade.for students.

"A. signiticantly,h4gher orientation ofgirls:to humanistic and, . .

.boys to technological o ientations.

3. Students were:nmore high" oriented to humanistic and technologi:-

cal: values than were teachers; who preferred the theoretical.
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4. When teachers were blocked two level4
A
of experience and two

levels 'of. chemistry course work:
"*" r

--higher university preparation was associated.with' higher

theoretical and lower humanistic and technologicaforienta-

eons, and vice versa. to

--higher leVel afteaChing experid4ce was aSsogiated with lOwer
.

-theoretical and higher humdnistic and techno/ogical or, en,ta-.
:

tions $ 'and vice versa. 113

.ThEse stilts were not statistically significantunless'bOth

factors were combined.

Teachers who taught at least one quarter time bioldgy had lower

theoretical and higher humaniitic.and technological orientations

than had the teachers taught only chemistry. 1°

:Interpretations

The .fallowinginterpretations were teported:

1. Value entations o students must'he:measured,diYectly since, they,

do n t correlate with student characteris cs..,:.

2. Sex differences for students conform to a ommon stereotype; the

source is still ulidgtermined Esocietal expectation vs. fundamental

difference).

3. Chemistry curricula coincide more closely to value orientation of

teachers rather than with those of students,'implying a need for

revision to match those of students. -\ ,

: 4- ko.uiusalitycould.be inferred from results-of teaching eXperience

and level of preparation since these factors"Mightbe'ConfoUnded.

54 .Na implications colagt be'drawn frgm differences in teaching assign-'
.

-4N. .. .
-4 .

ments,.sincecomparisons-with-other subject matter assignments were
:

not available. , (
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Validity

ABSTRACTOR'S'ANALySIS

IP

The author has designed in instrument that apparently Can measure the human-.

istic, technological, And theordtical value orientations of individuals

_FoWardi chemistry; He made appropriate 'efforts to control Variables'-in his
. .

Some. additiOnal informatio'n on the samples/instruifenta might have

been Useful ,(See section. 3, above),1;aift foi- the stated pux-pbsiS..of. the paper?,

information was ge4eraliy jsatisfact2ory.

A. major validity queatiOn .ariseSi lnoviever, from. the lack- of data reported
- ,

within the paper. Since the 'author does not include Correlition:Coeffi:-

cienta, means, and,Standard deviations for- groups, levels of signitiCanCe,

etc -..the reader is Jeft.With questions As-to what-.was actually found and .

cannot judge whether. reported. concluSpns are actually warranted.
-

The validity of one assuraptiOn-iS bpen to Auestion,-: whether or not curricp

-ula must match the.:yalue orientations of students. Can it not also be

argued that the, purpose'. of "tdueation..id to 4ntervene in the values of

students apd to offer them new optiOns? :It- is notIclear what the optimum

17- iiight. be order to -develop maximum interest-,on the .

part of students. The actual cUrriculuM.that students in this study had-
' , .1?;..r

been exposed to has not been discussed. by the author; nor is there any

cation what its orientation might be.

Reaearch Design
t4

This ' ttudy comes under .the. rubric ofdescriptive,reSearch . i.e.,- it does not

attempt to manipulate an instructional situation but to discover some impor-

tant and meaningful facets of that situation. As such, it is extremely \\, ,
susceptible to biases inhei t in the research questions asked.

.
.

t

'Thig 'study purports to ask wtie er stu exits (assumed to.,be naive learners of
I

ncience) possess a theoretical, ni tic,. or_techtiolOgical orientation with
^

respect to chemical" content. '' Their responses tO" the forced choice rankings

are then cOMPared to responses of teachers 'of chemistry. Means for groupi
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of teachers with different characteristics are aiao,compared with one

another. The,ciitica,1 question which comes .to mind is to what extent

are repponses dependent upon chemical knowledge? To what extent can naive6

learners of science with little theoretical knowledge and few experiences

with chemical theory prefer a _theoretical value? The answer seems pre-
.

determined: students and teachers with less knowledge and exposure' to

scientific theory will.prefer orientations other than the theoretical wHin

campared to those teachers who have had extensive exposure to'the "correct'

and Vexpected" the4etical orientation i college chemistry. classes.

The same problem applies to the attempted construct validity in Table 1..

Again; exposure to more of the accepted theoretical' orientation ill science

classes by engineering science students might accOlt for the differences

in means for them compared to theology students.

Therei.s also a question whether one should expect any correlation- between

intelligence, general.acadeMic averagb...-and cheMistry'grade with..astheoreti=

cal orientation. is lacking is a theoret±calconstruct'which could
. ,

explain such correlations, even if found.
. Further, was there any question

in the reader's mind that an, abstract, theoreticalcheMistry'curriculum
. . . .

would not reflect teachers!..'4alueS-rather:than.students?' ExaMPles.-oflearners--
. - .

oriented, science' courses Are -rre indeed.

'
In the .aSelof.male.. v .4.4emale student differences in values..thegatter!s.

-

preference7fOr'humanistic orien.ation is readily explaikectbq societal

'exPectations.that females will be people oriented, -Again, wdllave learned::.

nOthingneW. What might have beep interesting to find' out. is whether .

.

. not :teachers of both 'SexeS with similar aced'
., . chemIcalbackgronnd differ

, .

in their-,value orientations..
:-. -.-

...../-'. ..l 0
0.

'Sinde no construct is presented that would :explein anyrplationshipof

teaching assignment to value orientation, this hypothesis contributed

little to the paper, and'.probaTirrcould have bete omitted:



Adequacy of-the Written Report

.N

Some of the difficultiet mentioned:above may, be due in part to the origin

of:the study- -the author's dissertation. What is presented here is:A part

of aslarger work, whose nature is auggestA by the thesis title. It may
,P"have been pertinent in the thesis to block on teaching assignments,Ipartic-

.

ularly when considering learning outcomes, but the inclusion of this aspect

in. this shorter work seems questionable. It is difficult to abstract a
. J

short paper from a larger and more comprehensive work. The danger is that

one abstracts partswithout providing sufficient ritionaleqor relevancy. to

the shorter work:

Suggestions For Future Work

The author's suggestion'that.Oternate forms of the Chemistry Prefgrence

Evaluation Instramentmight.be used tore,.aure changes in value Orientation'

-.pointa.to-potential. further research. _HoweVer,lanT future vork:in'yalue:,

orientation of teachers and students should-have.a. Clear-nOtion,.of purpose"
,

and value. The results should haVet..some -implication-lor::how teachipgrt.
'learnitimight be organized .or /ducted:

Any further work in'value orientation and its potential effect on curriculum

should.have a stronger conceptual bse.. What questions are worth seeking

answers"to? Is one orientation better than another? Can vale orientations

be changed by exposure to more sdience'information? By exposure to differ-
.

-ent types of curricula? If cognitive level (i.e., knowledge of chemical

theory of a theoretiaal nature) is controlled,. how do we- explain value.

'"orientation. preferences? Are these preferences stable over time? Asking

stronger questidits.might.generate more educationally significant results.,

-.-
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Nordlan.d, Floyd Ni.; Jane B.. Kahle; 'Stephen Randak; and Thomas Watts.
"An-Analysis ,of the. Effectiveness of Audio-Tutorial Instruction:.
Measured by Student Achievement and Predicted by Standardized
Measures." LSchool.. Science and Mathematics,- 277-284, 1978:

Descrilitors--%A. ddiovisual Instruction; *Biology; IndiVidualized
Instruction; *Instruction; Learning Disabilities; *Research;
Standardized Tests; Secondary Education;. *Secondary School Science

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E. by Glenn H.
Crumb, University of Western Kentucky.

Purpose ,.

The purpose of this investigation was to compare achievement by 119 1iigh

school biology students after receiving instruction by either an individ-

ualized, audio-tutorial system or by group claisroom presentations. It

was hypothesized that (a) there would be, no difference in achievement on

teacher constructed. unit tests; (b) there wbuld be no significant differ-

'} ence in the correlation between scores on selected predictor variables

and achievement is the two treatment groups; and (c) there would be no

significant difference in achievepent between the treatment groups as

subdivided. at the fortieth percentile on national norms fo selected

.'predictor variabAs.

The concern of theInvestigation, focuses upon a comon problem in most

'high school science courses how. to effectively deal with student differ-

ences in,.reading- ability, veihal aVility, and the ability to use quanti-

tative information. "mall grout or individualized instruction- as

'described by Postlethwait, Novak a)kd Murray (1)69)- and others, seems to
-'offqr, at least partlal answers to this classroom dilemma, since it has

already been established that such ,instructions-1 strategies can be effec-
,

tivewhen-Utilized with a seleCted population of learners at he college
and secondary school levels. When standardized meaireS'emPlo d (Otis.

I.Q., SCAT, SAT). failed to predict- differences in student achieve' t.

between tfie two treatment coups it was hypothesized by the authors that

the -audio-tutorial . method a :instruction_ might be providing an alternative
for studitts. deficient' in...certain .(reading quantative Abilities)..



,

Research Design and Procedure

Two randomly seledted treatment groups (n = 59) were taught mitosis,

meioses, probabilitycand genetics using materials developed by the high

school teachers in, collaboration with the senior authors. During a

treatment period of three weeks duration, one group (AT) received all

instruction imateriaI by an individualized, audio-tutorial format, while

the other group (NAT) was taught using a group, classroom-format. The

hypothesis tested were as follows:

RNAT, H1 :RAT 0 RNAT)
No significant difference in achievement:.

2. (Holr AT = r NAT, Hi: r AT r NAT)
No significant difference in.correlation,hetWeen scores
.or selected predictor-variables.and achievement.

3. (Ho:RAI 40th% = XNAT 40th%

Findings

XAT 40thZ
Hi:RAT 40th%

T'40tiq
T 40th%:IAT:-40th% NAT 40th%)-

No significant ference in achieyement between treatment groups
as subdivided-at fhe 40th. pertentile on national- =norms foreach
predictor variable (SCAT quantitative, verbal, total; Otis IQ;
STEP reading; SAT Language, Arith- aPp., para. meaning.)

4 ,

Hypothesis One: Ho was not rejected as no significant difference in

achievement i4as-found,uSint'a pOoleiivariance estimate t -test.

Hypothesis Two: Ho was rejected for ill-Predictor variables except

the SCAT quantitative as a reiult of the application of the Fisher z

Statistic:

Hypothesis Three: Ho was not rejected.for-everY predictor variable in

the populltion above the 40th percentile. BD was rejected. for every predic=

for variable except the SCAT qUa?itative in the population at or below the

40th percentile..



Based upon the data and the results of statistical analysis, the follow-

ing were reported:

The audio-tutorial group had higher mean scores on the teacher

made unit tests although the differences in achievement between

the two groups so measured was not significant.

2. Standardized measures were less predictive of achievement for

the groups taught by the audio-tutorial format.,

3. When the treatment groups were sUbdivided at the 40th percentile

level for each predictor variable, no significant differences

were found in the ability of the variables to predict' achievement

for subjects scoring above the 40th percentile.

There was a significant difference between the treatment groups

in the ability of the standardized measures (excepting for the

..SC4T quantitative) to predict achievement for subjects scoring
,f4e.1

at or below the 40th percentile.

'Interpretation.

It was reported by the investigators that t marked contrast in the

ability of the standardizelmeasures to pre achievement among individ-
-

uals below the 40th percentile "would seem to re the individualized

audio-tutorial method as a meaningful alternAive' for students possessing

certain ddficiencies."

The precedingsfateient pOiits upone of the weaknesses of the Study -.-nalely,
- -

the lack Of a disCUssien of implications of the study in the context of

.'.preViouswork.by- Others. For example, Pinsky (1973) reported that students

Whose learning- activities were controlled the most .showled the greatest gains

is achievement. ltiasmuCh as the audio- .tutorial,, procedures may-have



considerable control on the learning activities of the AT group members,

-'some discussion of this factor would seem -appropriate, particularly,in

view of the performance of the group at or below the 40th percentile.

A further clarification would also seem to be needed regarding the

instructional styles and roles of the two teacher-s~in.each of the AT

fnd NAT grOups.

Perhaps because of space limitations, the authors provide no insight into

the instructional strategies employed with the NAT group. It would seem

very unsafe to make predictions concerning appropriateness of use of audio-

tutorial instruction in lieu of other teaching strategies without clearly

delineating the similarities and differences that prevail between the two

programs. It does not appear that the two,authors are reporting anything

new regarding the abilitjQ,f individualized, audio-tutorial instruction to

successfully teach science concepts. It may be, however, that the mater-
-

ials utilized are of a uniqtie design which may provide benefits to some

students, receiving instruction in some specific areas of high schcol biology. ,

Theconcise manner in which the study was reported obviously leaves:some

questions undnswered regarding the data analysis.For example, the authors.

used a.t...,test "to verify the effectiveness'of the-randonizationspiocedured."

If, inaeed, the used for IssiinMent to gi=otiPs_was truly random,

no verification .would be required! Although this-extra;precautwas taken,

no statement is provided as to which standard measures were used as a base

for comparisbn. If they were.the same ones as used-for selection of the
,:,-

groups'falling below and above the 40th percentile, a substantial burden

has been placed-upon the validity and reliability of scores on'those

standard meastris.
a

If this is the case, then questions regarding date of testing, equivalence

test-forms, the previous student experiences in school (grade level) need

to be focused upon.:. Forexample,:the auttorSmakereferenceto students:

ingrades9 through.12: What aSsumptions were 'made regarding equality'of.-.

subject -naivete among the.AT and NAT group. members? tlowdoes the analysis
,

. .

account for-different exOetienCes'of tWeifth grade-.StUdents as_compared to

ninth graders'- ObViouSly the Iitter:will'have hadjeWer opportunities for

instruction in the content areas...Which..Were ifiCluded'in.the materials used

In- the study. In short,-for- a'threeweekjer'.1Odof traininginoan-arei - .
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that is specifically-scienceoriented, predictors of the type used <Otis

IQ, SAT
(,

STEP, SCAT) may not be as,appropriate when used alone,as would

previous experience and achievement in related subject matter content.

The final results of the study may be as much due to a qualitative differ-

ence in the students as in the AT'versus NAT Afference. Any trend

established prior to the werimental period may have had considerable

influence on th esults reportedg

The critici cited in no way are designed to reflect negatively upon the
/

authors or the reported study. 'Given the constraints of the real world

of schools, classei,and polic1es of research journals, the study as

,reporteddoes proVide-.some added insight into-a substantialfprobleM in

the'teaching of biology :in Our :nation's schools.
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Rowsey, Robert E. and William H. Mason. "Immediate Aehievement and Reten-
tion in Audio-Tutorial Versus ConventionalLecture-Laboratory
Instruction." Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 14(4):393-
397, 1975.

Descritators--*Autoinstructional Methods; *Biology;-*College
Science; Educational Research; Higher Education; Instruction;
.Science Education; *Teaching Methods

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially fpr.I.S.E. by'David L.
Dunlop, University of Pennsylvania at Johnstown.

Purpose

. -

The purpose of thig study was to analyze the_outcomes of two thethods:cif.

instruction, conventional leCture,laboratory and audio=tutOrial, as

related to immediate achievement and to retention among students in'a

university course in animal biology. The following two research questions

were examined:. 1) Will students in an audiO-tutorial program show greater

immediate achievement than those in conventional lecture-laboratory pro-
, . .

grams? 2) Will studentg in an audio-tutorial program shoW greater

differences in the retention level than those in a conventional lecture-

laboratory program?

"Rationale

As the authors correctly indicate, the audio- tutorial approach to instruc-

tion has grown into a widely accepted-teaching method and has-been used at

_every level ".of instructionelementary school through graduate and profes-

sional school. Itappears that therationale for conducting this study

was to provide instructors with some data useful in selecting between two

.separate formats of instruction.

Research DeSjvand Procedure

The experimental group (n = 134) participated in an audio-tutorial program

which consisted of'18 separate exercises which were develoied and 'recorded

on cassette tapes. The entire taped lecture sequence required approxi-

mately 15 hours, with individual exercises ranging in length from 15 to 85
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minutes. The program-also Included_VOluntary group discussions once a

week and assistance frOm.graduate stndeUWOr facUltymembers whenneeded.

The'control group (n =190) consisted of two conventional lecture-.

aboratory . 1 ansections 'each:of which met for four 50-minute lecture sessions

andOne three-hour laboratory session a week. Students enrolleIvin one or
,

the other of these two groups without realizing that two separate methOds

ofinstructrion were'available. The afternoon

selected -as the experimental section.
.

. ,

session was randomly

'An achievement test consisting'of 60 multiple choice items was developed

and used as a etest, posttest, and retention data gathering instrument.
'-'

A reliability f .86'was detvidined through the use of the split-half 16P

' method and the Spearman-Brown formula, and the content validity was estab-

lished by a panel of qualified individuals. The'professors involved in

the study aid not participate in the construction or, validation ofthe'

achievement test and they had no knowledge of its contents.,:

The pretest was. administered to all of the students on the-first day Of

the quarter and again at the completion of) the !quarter. Eleven weeks and

three days later the same test was again administered to all of the avail-

able students. (Twenty -nine percent of the control group and 34 percent

of the experimental group participated in the retention.study.) Five t-

tests were conducted in the analysis of the data.

Findings

The pretest scores for the two groups were not significantly different;

however, the posttest scores and the retention scores were significantly

different With the experimental:group being higher in both instances.

Interpretations

No'specificconclusions

amdio7tutorial'aPproach

conventional methodS of
0

mentand:retention,

were stated. However, it was implied that the

to teaching college biology was superior to the

instruction with respect to both immediate achieve-
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ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

TOday there are seyeral'diTferentidegrees of audio,-tutorial sophistiCation;

however, Postlethwait (1970.) states'that the audio-tutorial system was

be n in.1961 as an attempt to assist Purdue University students who had

i .

a poor background in introductory.botany. This method of instruction

began it a taped lecture and was later supplemented with a-textboo*.labot-7_

atory manual, specimens, experimental,equipment:and.other.such

postlethWaies.sys em then evolved into a much more elaborate and ante-

grated program, h.now,indindes seVeral-study sessions a week, an

independenelitudy ession,4-general assembly session, and awintegrated

quiz session t196

The audio-tutorial program which Rowsey and Mason used as a basis Of their

study appears to be similar to Post/ethwait's earlier program as it does
.

not contain the numerous elements of Postlethwait's latter, more integrated

approach. Recognizing.this difference, one could speculate that a repli-

cation of this study using a more integrated audio-tutorial approach would

result in even greater differences between the.control and-experimental

° groups.

In their review of literature Rowsey and Mason mentioned eight related

studies; however, two of these studies (Weaver and Russell) were oiitted

from the reference lisirt the end of the article. The absence' of-i
correct reference to Russell's work is especially frustrating as it is

the only .study mentioned which. that students taught by the

conventional lecture-leboratory method of instruction achieved at a level.
.

significantly greater than students instructed by en andio-tutorial pro-

gram.

As RowseyRowsey and Asson' literature' review demonstrated, the audi8--:tutorial

instructional appro- at produced-conflidting findings, and an expan-

sion of the litera review will not totally resolve the issue." Stud es

by Meleca (1970, H t and Holt (1973), Hahn (1971), and Bish, Bowman d

SaraChek (1978) support the superiority of audio-tutorial approaches over

a more conventional method. However, studies by Durst (1968), and by

probe.and SturOt (1973) do not support the superiorityof the AT method.



It appears that future investigations comparing the audio-tutorial instruc-

tional method with other methods would do well to devote .some additional

thought to the reasons Tor the Conflicting findings reported in the liter-

ature.

.

ature. One approach would be,to further refine the research design and

apply statistical techniqueS'useful in identifying the variables relevant

to a student's learning in these approaches to instruction. Bish, Bowman,

. and Sarachek (1978) have begun this, and th poy'rert. that of 18 variables

studied only the predrrse test score, mrse section (AT or LL), and

class contact time are significant predictors of student performance in

the c se. -A" relateapproach whiCh could also be attempted is that of

using Hunt's matching modeld'ycept. (1971). He describes in detail the

neces ty of matching an-individual with the "correct" educational environ-

ment. If this were properly done, we would, expect to observe greater

achievement in all types of learning programs.

Pare and Butzow (1975), examined the relatio among independence cif.'Work

habits, attitude, and achievement in an audio-tutorial physical'sCience

course. They conclude that audio-tutorial_ instructiondoes not appear to

.be a pana,ka'for all students and that pore research on.this instructienal

method is necessary before we will understand all of the related parameters.

Rowsey and Mason seem to ignore variables such as learning styles, attitude's,-

:7:Work .habits and etc. when comparing the experimental., and control, groups.
4,

Based upon similar preteSt measures (cognitive scores)', they state that

their two grompss:.Were "homogeneous" at the beginning .of the study. Were

thegroups"homageneous with.'respCt to other relevant variables.? 'If not,

what effect, if any, would this have On the study ?_. '

Since long-term retention Is a significant part of one's education,' the

measurement of retention.is indeed important. However, the number of

students participating in the retention portion of this study is of_some

concern.

.

Why was this number so small? Was-there some typeof bias operating?. For

example, could it be that several of-theoriginalparticipants.did.not

.4. return to school in the fall due ta:low academic records?-. If's'a, this could

introcbice bias andmake interpretation and generalization veryr;difficult,

if not. impossible.



In addition to,the suggestions made earlier for future research, one addi,
. -

tional area should be mentioned.. That is, researelated to video,

autptutorial instruction. Fisher, Buenther,'add Macwhinney (1977)".: have

begun to examine this area'and they conclude'that video-autotutorial

instruction seems .to be a particularly effeCtivesmethodof instruction.
,

.

:Inivfew of the increasing availability of VT. equipment, this area of sib

research deserves additional study.
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